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The Google app keeps you in the know about the things you care about. Find quick answers, 
explore your interests, and get a feed of stories and updates on topics that matter to you. The more 
you use the Google app, the better it gets. 
 
Search and browse: 
- Nearby stores and restaurants 
- Live sports scores and schedules 
- Movies times, casts, and reviews 
- Videos and images 
- News, stock information, and more 
- Anything you’d find on the web 
 
Get personalized updates in your feed*: 
- Stay in the know about topics that interest you 



- Start your morning with weather and top news 
- Get updates on sports, movies, and events 
- Know as soon as your favorite artists drop new albums 
- Get stories about your interests and hobbies 
- Follow interesting topics, right from Search results 
 
Unstable connection? 
- Google will automatically optimize results to improve loading on bad connections 
- If Google cannot complete a Search, you’ll get a notification with the search results once you 
regain connection 
 
Learn more about what the Google app can do for you: http://www.google.com/search/about 
*some features of the Google feed might not be available in all countries 
READ MORE 
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Mukesh Verma  

After updating it is unnecessarily showing in notification bar"downloading english 
india" even i have downloaded it manually but still it appears every 1 or 2 seconds plz 
resolve 

Arafat Prosh  

I liked Google search and voice search. But I will love it if the Google assistance can do 
more jobs for me like . It don't support everything like it opened my camera but can't 
take a photo , can't read my text message and e-mails ,can't open every app's properly 
and it can't right massaged and e-mails that I say 

Glenn Nguyen  

Last update broke Google Assistance on my smartwatch. Watch does recognize OK 
Google anymore. Pls resolve. 

Mark Brown  



Last update worthless, stop changing what isn't broken!! Not efficient reminds me of 
MS and Adobe 

WHAT'S NEW 

• Use voice commands while navigating – even when your device has no connection. Try saying 

"cancel my navigation" "what's my ETA?" or "what's my next turn?" 

• Weak connection? If your search fails, the Google app will deliver you results once you regain 

connection. 

• Troubleshoot connectivity issues with more helpful error cards when your search fails because 

your device is offline 

• New customization options available for cards in your feed 
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